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Dean’s message
Another summer – some hot exams!
However, no two years in a university
are the same. A privilege of our work is
hearing about how last year’s students
are getting on. One is finishing an MA in
literature at Exeter, another is finishing
teacher-training at Oxford University; we
also now have a sports reporter, a radio
host, a PR specialist, and many other
new careers starting out. We wish all our
alumni well.
The degrees have been evolving. New
literature modules will be running for the
first time, in 20th-century drama, and
Gothic fiction and science fiction. Media
too has new modules: Design for Media,
Design for Print, From Data to Story.

Universities should not be ruled by league
tables, but it is pleasing that our real care
for our students is reflected in results. In
the important indices Buckingham English
is in the top ten of the 100 departments in
the country: 8th= (with Oxford) for course
satisfaction, 7th for student-staff ratio, 8th
for satisfaction with feedback (Guardian
University Guide 2016).
Side by side with our two-year degrees,
this year sees the opening of our three-year
traditional format degrees, i.e. BA (hons)
degrees with a summer break. See the
website for details of UCAS Q321 and P502.
I hope this newsletter gives you some
sense of the vibrant life in the department.
Professor John Drew, Dean of Humanities
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Highlights of 2015
6 January

It’s confirmed - the Department achieved its highest ever
percentage of 2.1 and 1st-Class degrees in 2014
16 April

Sir Anthony Seldon is appointed as the university’s new
Vice Chancellor
7-8 May

Election Night Special: Working with ITV

ITV recruit Buckingham students to cover the election
for the local constituency. Media experience at the sharp end!
(see article)
11 May

A Dickens Whodunit: Solving the Mystery of Edwin Drood
This captivating exhibition, curated by Dr Pete Orford, opens
at the Charles Dickens Museum (see article)
25 May

Top-ten place for English

Buckingham’s English Department holds its top-ten place for
course satisfaction (Guardian University Guide 2016).
The satisfaction rating is 96%, equal with Oxford
16 June

Ulysses in a day

Dr Pete Orford challenges himself to read James Joyce’s Ulysses
in one day, raising money for the National Literary Trust
11-22 November

Defining Digital Dickens

Buckingham hosts the Humanities Festival (see article)
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Election Night Special
Buckingham News, the 20-minute live
news programme produced by our
students training in journalism, has built
an enviable reputation in covering local
news and university events, but 2015 saw
the ultimate test – provide live coverage
of the general election!
As in 2010, we teamed up with the
University of Winchester to put on a
programme that was comprehensive,
objective, informed, accurate and, of
course, live.
Election night saw the beat split into four
teams. The first, led by studio manager
Rhys Thomas, headed down to Winchester
to control our output and to integrate it
into the broadcast. Team two, under Zhala
Kader, headed to Milton Keynes to cover
the count for a key marginal; Dan Morris’s
team went to Witney to cover the Prime
Minister’s constituency, and Philip Josse
and Hollie Knowles, team four, who had
already been asked by ITV to cover the

count, drove to Aylesbury to get the results
for Buckingham itself.
An event such as an election naturally
offers a chance to develop the practical skills
of broadcast reporting – scripting, framing,
interviewing, and on-the-spot editing.
Equally important was the lesson it gave in
blagging! No team had received authorisation
to enter a count (a privilege reserved for
the big organisations), but our team at
Milton Keynes charmed party officials and
subsequently found themselves in the press
area from which they delivered well executed
interviews from 11.00pm to 6.00am.
Another miracle happened at Witney: the
team behaved in such a professional manner
that Special Branch granted them access
to the press pen from where they obtained
superb shots of a victorious Mr Cameron!
Talking to the world from a freezing car
park at 3.00am is what the heady glamour of
media is all about! Not one of the team would
have wanted to be anywhere else.
Roger Perkins, Head of Journalism
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Gradwatch
Buckingham is now (July 2015) the top ranked university for graduate employability
(98.1%) as calculated by the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA). Our graduates
do exceptionally well in getting into employment, further training and higher degrees.
Here are some stories from the English Department.

Frederika Mitchell, English Literature with
Journalism (2012)
‘Since graduating I’ve jumped feet-first into the world
of journalism. I initially worked as a researcher at the
consumer website MoneySavingExpert.com. There I was
responsible for writing content for the site, much of which
was included in its weekly newsletter, sent to 10 million
readers. I’m now a senior writer at the site Student Money
Saver, where I lead my own content team producing guides
and articles for 600,000+ student readers. I use the skills that I learned during my
degree on a daily basis. The technical skills really helped me stand out from the crowd
when applying for jobs.’

Benytta Doman, English Literature (2014)
‘I applied to Oxford University to study a PGCE in English. Unaware of the fact that you
can only make one UCAS application to three universities, I made two applications to
a total of six universities. So when I received an email from UCAS informing me that
they have cancelled my first set of applications – my back-up plan – I never thought I
would be going to university that year, so I started looking for work. To my surprise, I
was invited for an interview at Oxford University, which resulted in a conditional offer.
Without the high-calibre education offered at Buckingham I would not have survived
the interview process! On speaking to other students it became apparent that the setup, the degree design, and the lecturers are truly unique to Buckingham University. I am
now preparing for my first teaching position in a successful girls’ grammar school. The
University of Buckingham has given me the knowledge and support to pursue a career
in a subject that I am truly passionate about.’
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Charlie Williams, Journalism with English
Literature (2014)
‘After graduating I spent a month travelling through Central
America, enjoyed a placement at the Kent & Sussex Courier,
and then began working at a specialist PR and communications
agency called GingerMay. My responsibilities vary day-to-day
but are consistently challenging and exciting. They include
drafting content, securing coverage and commissions, sending
out and following-up press releases, reaching out to journalists and editors, coordinating
with a range of international contacts, planning campaigns, filing reports, conducting
research, organising meetings, and responding to fast-changing situations. I am lucky to
have been equipped with a skillset suited to this type of work – due to the mentorship I
received at Buckingham.’

Leandra Behrens, Journalism with English Literature (2014)
‘One month after graduating I started my first job as PR
and marketing officer at global sports agency MB Partners.
I am responsible for the company’s global media relations
and communications strategy. My job allows me to be
directly involved in world-class athletes’ careers and my
responsibilities include promoting our clients internationally,
liaising with journalists on stories about our clients, and
creating marketing content and organising events. However,
as amazing as my short time here has been, another company wooed me away! I will
soon be Mercedes AMG PETRONAS F1 Team’s new YouTube channel presenter and I
couldn’t be happier or more excited. First stop? Reporting on the British Grand Prix at
Silverstone, a short distance from Buckingham!’

Camilo Martínez Aparicio, Communications, Media and Journalism (EFL)
(2013)
‘Since graduating I have been the press officer in charge of internal communication at
Uniminuto University in Bogotá, Colombia. In May 2015 I was promoted to Press Officer with
the responsibility of managing external communication, too. I host a radio news programme
at Uniminuto Radio and a current affairs TV programme, ‘Uniminuto al Dia’, which is
regarded as one of the most import public relations resources that the university has.’
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Crazy Birds and Hidden Desires
One privilege of lecturing at Buckingham is
the study leave that enables staff to pursue
research and hopefully therefore offer
more to our students. This year, in addition
to teaching on various courses, I’m also
completing my doctorate.
My DPhil examines the neglected shorter
fiction of Daphne du Maurier (1907-1989),
tales that compel readers to view a gallery
of grotesques and hold up a mirror to our
darkest desires. People often know du
Maurier through film adaptations. The most
famous is The Birds (1963), directed by
Alfred Hitchcock, where inexplicable avian
violence parallels fears about the Cold
War. Psychopaths and obsessives, sentient
mannequins and possessed apple trees,
mutes and murderous dwarves, all feature
in her tales of the unacceptable.
The range of her plots is startling. Two of my favourites are ‘The Doll’ (1928) and ‘The
Alibi’ (1959). ‘The Doll’ is an early twentieth-century tale centred on our fascination with
human replicants. It’s a prescient anticipation of later cultural anxieties about privileging
the facsimile over the authentic. Du Maurier’s reputation once fallaciously rested on a
heteronormative model of romance, i.e. girl meets boy, but this story problematizes the
paradigm by presenting a male automaton, Julio, as preferable to a human boyfriend! The
narrative ends inconclusively and du Maurier challenges us into feeling discomfort over
the unquestionable intimacy of our personal relationships with technology.
James Fenton, protagonist of ‘The Alibi’, is bored by his routinized, bourgeois life and
thinks of seeking power as a murderer of random victims. I won’t tell you the rest, but
his homicidal fantasy life has unexpected consequences! Often these stories are about
the secret desires that underpin our actions, which are sometimes so difficult for us to
really understand. I am going to approach publishers to turn my doctorate into a book.
For me that will be one of the most personal and exciting parts of the project.
Setara Pracha
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An interview with one of
our professors
Roger Perkins talks with Stefan Hawlin

Why did you study Eng Lit
at university?
Even then I had a sense that science
didn’t answer all questions. Literature
is like Switzerland. It has lots of borders
– with history, psychology, language,
philosophy, religion. As Philip Davis says,
literature provides a holding ground for
the exploration of human existence.
What module seized your imagination?
A Special Paper on Yeats and Eliot. They
mesmerized me, particularly Yeats,
though now I find his politics difficult.
Were any of your tutors inspiring?
John Bayley was the Professor of English
at Oxford at that time, and based in my
college [St Catherine’s]. His partner
was Iris Murdoch. They were inspiring
presences. I’ll never forget one thing
Murdoch said: ‘The study of a language or
a literature or any study that will increase
and refine our ability to be through
words is part of a battle for civilisation
and justice and freedom, for clarity and
truth, against vile fake-scientific jargon
and spiritless slipshod journalese and
tyrannical mystification. Words are

where we live as human beings and as
moral and spiritual agents’. I’ve never
recovered from that. Of course, I know
my journalism colleagues always avoid
‘spiritless slipshod journalese’!
Did you ever consider anything other
than the academic life?
Not really. Nothing else made sense to me.
How did you gravitate towards your
specialism?
The first thing one of my tutors at Oxford
did, on the first seminar, was to read us
a passage of Tennyson. I had never, at
18, realized the sheer expressiveness of
poetry, and that started something very
deep for me. He also praised my essay
on Tennyson, which was a good start!
Hence, it was always poets I struggled to
understand most, and that eventually led
to my scholarly work on Robert Browning
and other poets.
What do you want your students to
take away from their time here?
Jeanette Winterson, in the year above me
at St Catherine’s, says this: ‘I know from
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my own experience that learning how to
read deeply – and that means diverse and
sometimes difficult texts – trains your brain
and improves your sense of self. Learning
how to write, even reasonably well, gives
fluency to the rest of life.’ That’s one way
of explaining what the study of literature
should mean. All the time we have
students who tell us that the literature
they’ve read here has really changed them:
Raymond Carver’s ‘Fat’, Eudora Welty’s
‘Moon Lake’, Flannery O’Connor’s ‘A Good
Man is Hard to Find’. As well as past greats,
it’s often these modern classics that hit
home most powerfully.

Confess! Which book haven’t you read
that you really should have?
Proust’s À la recherche du temps perdu. I
refer to it, I think about it, I reference it –
but I’ve never read it in the original!

Professor Stefan Hawlin

A Dickens Whodunit
Dr Pete Orford’s work on Charles Dickens’ final, unfinished story The Mystery of Edwin
Drood (1870) enjoyed a flurry of media attention this year with articles on The Drood
Inquiry (www.droodinquiry.com) appearing in the Daily Telegraph, Times, and Daily
Mail, as well as radio interviews with the BBC. Now his work has reached a new
audience thanks to an invitation to be guest curator of a special exhibition at the
Charles Dickens Museum, London.
A Dickens Whodunit: Solving the Mystery of Edwin Drood allows visitors to see
rare copies and first editions of solutions, and video footage of screen and musical
adaptations, as well as original manuscripts by Dickens and the desk at which he wrote
the novel. In addition, a special ‘crime-scene wall’ allows visitors to see the mystery
unfold, while clues dotted around the building help them decide their own ending to
the story! The exhibition opened in May 2015 and will run through until November.
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Dr Orford will also be appearing at the museum for a special evening in July when
readings will be given from a play solution written by Dickens’s own son, Charley
Dickens. The play was written ten years after his father’s death but was never
performed, and with only two copies known to be in existence the performance of it
at the Museum will be a rare treat for Dickens’ fans. Dr Orford said ‘The idea behind
this evening is one which embodies what the English Department at Buckingham is all
about – involving people in reading, making old texts accessible, and encouraging new
discussion.’ If you are in London, do visit the exhibition.
The Charles Dickens Museum, the house where Dickens wrote Oliver Twist, is at 48
Doughty Street, WC1N 2LX. Opening Times: 10.00am–5.00pm daily. Check website for
details.

Digital Dickens
Our special Dickens’ festival, Defining
Digital Dickens, has been generously
funded by the British Academy and the
Arts and Humanities Research Council
as part of the UK-wide Being Human
2015. There will be workshops, films,
talks, readings, and performances,
at Buckingham and elsewhere, as a
celebration of the much-loved Victorian
author and as an extension of the
department’s various research projects.
The closing reception will be at the
Charles Dickens Museum, London.
Defining Digital Dickens will champion
the excellence of humanities research
being undertaken globally thanks to the
department’s English Literature team.
The funding will help the Department
bring together lots of those who have
participated in its online research

activities. Professor John Drew, director
of the university’s Dickens Journals Online
project, said: ‘I’m delighted that the
English Department will be contributing
so much to this year’s Being Human event
as funded participants. It’s a fantastic
opportunity for us to bring together all the
different online communities we’ve helped
create through different strands of our
work with different partner organizations:
the University of Leicester; Birkbeck; the
international Dickens Fellowship; and the
Charles Dickens Museum.’
For more information about Defining
Digital Dickens (12–22 Nov.) please see
the Being Human website at: http://
beinghumanfestival.org/being-humanprogramme-2015/
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A ‘MOOC in TEAP’ is what?
MOOC /mu:k/ (pl. MOOCs) > noun a course of study made freely available
over the internet to a large number of people. – ORIGIN early 21st cent.

A type of animal? Well, it aims to become
a type of friendly beast in terms of reach.
In our age of acronyms you might like
to know that a MOOC is a Massive Open
Online Course and TEAP is Teaching
English for Academic Purposes. MOOCs
have been growing in number in recent
years. They are high-level courses
delivered open-access via the internet.
English at Buckingham covers English
language and linguistics as well as
literature and journalism. We have
significant expertise in how English is best
taught to the thousands across the world
attending universities where English is
the language of instruction – and now we
intend to share some of it online.
Buckingham’s first MOOC ran last year
when the Department of Archaeology
shared its ground-breaking research on
Stonehenge. The English Department’s
MOOC will run in 2016 to teaching
practitioners of English for Academic
Purposes (EAP) across the globe.
The course will cover research-led
methodology and content for teaching
academic language and skills to help preservice and in-service teachers of English
language. It will offer ideas for teaching
critical thinking, autonomous learning,

process writing, discursive practices,
and the building of ‘meaning making’ as
integral to the language development
of students. It will also introduce some
contemporary holistic approaches to
reflective practice in teacher education.
Those enrolled will not only access
pre-recorded content but also have live
access to their tutors and fellow learners
for approximately five hours per week
over an eight-week period.
There is a great need for trained
practitioners with expertise in researchled EAP teaching. This has arisen
following the internationalization of
university education and the consequent
need for international students to learn
not only sufficient English but the right
kind of English and the right academic
conventions for university study.
Technology and recent empirical research
in TEAP have given us new insights into
how students can progress with speed
and confidence. TEAP is a fascinating new
area of professional development, and a
MOOC the perfect forum for it!
Angela Ghadery
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Cultural Differences, Cultural Gains

Soka University Founders Hall

As a visiting academic from one of the
University of Buckingham’s partner
institutions, Soka University, Tokyo,
I spent a five-month sabbatical in
Buckingham last year. One aim was to
observe at first-hand how our doubledegree students from Soka transition into
their studies at Buckingham.
At first, cross-cultural difference seems
to loom large. The fundamental principles
underlying UK university education are very
distinct from those in Japan. British society
places a high value on individualism, and
sees itself as consisting of individuals
keenly aware of democracy and of a
democratic spirit. This is an asset people
want to maintain. In part at least, a UK
university seeks to foster individuals,
students who think critically, analyze
carefully, make appropriate decisions, and
act on them. Japanese values in education
are much more strongly orientated
towards community and social values so

that people tend to think and behave with
a high regard for others and the wider
group dynamic. If they are unprepared, it
can be quite difficult for our students to
function in a culturally appropriate way in a
British environment.
However, there are strengths and
weaknesses here. Buckingham academic
staff greatly admire ‘Japanese’ virtues like
studiousness, punctuality, politeness, and
a nuanced sensitivity to others, qualities
almost second nature to those who have
passed through our Japanese school system.
To get the most from their UK experience
our students need to master some of the
positive mentalities and attitudes of their
British hosts while not losing touch with their
own traditional strengths. At Soka University
I’m now busy improving our preparation
programme to enable our double-degree
students to transition even better into study
at Buckingham.
Professor Hideo Ozaki, Soka University, Tokyo
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Scholarships and bursaries
High Achiever Scholarships

An automatic scholarship, worth £2,500 per annum, is available to undergraduate
Home (UK/EU) students achieving ABB or above in their A Levels.

Five Counties Scholarships

Undergraduates living in Buckinghamshire (including Milton Keynes), Bedfordshire,
Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, or Hertfordshire can receive up to £2,500 per annum
towards their tuition fees.

Buckingham bursaries

If, when you join the University, you are in receipt of a Maintenance Grant from Student
Finance, you will receive a further bursary of £1,100 towards your tuition fees. This
bursary may not be held with any other scholarship from the University.

English Admissions enquiries
Nancy Zulu
T: +44 (0)1280 820156
E: english-admissions@buckingham.ac.uk
General Admissions enquiries
T: +44 (0)1280 820313
E: admissions@buckingham.ac.uk

Come to an Open Day

Book a tour of the campus

Go to: www.buckingham.ac.uk/
admissions/open-days/

Book a tour by contacting Nancy
via the details above

The University of Buckingham, Yeomanry House, Hunter Street, Buckingham, MK18 1EG
facebook.com/UniBuckingham

@UniOfBuckingham

